3. CONCLUSION

It is characteristic for an unit (system) with exponential distributed probability of failure occurrence, that if this unit (system) at time \( t \) has not yet failed, its failure rate within the next time interval \( (t, t + \delta t) \) is not depending on time \( t \), but on the time interval \( \delta t \).

A signalling system is considered to be a system in continual operation and in the case of failure responsibility for the railway traffic changes to the human operator. The error rate of a human being is much higher then of the system. Hence, the final hazard related to the signalling system operation depends on the system reliability too. To compare the integrity and availability could change the situation in favour of the system 2 oo 3.

Generally, the safety of a system could be understood as a collection of its characteristics, where we can include, beside others, the system integrity and readiness. System safety integrity is a dominant, but not the only safety attribute of the system. There is a usual approach to build a model for each system characteristic. Such an approach can reach local optimum for particular characteristics. There is certain dependency between essential characteristics of the system. So it is useful to build a model, which allows to find a global optimum while respecting required minimal levels of characteristics and economical acceptance of the proposed solution. Such a model could be advanced to the process operation level and accept the hazards coming from the persons participating at the controlling.
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Fig. 3. Probability hazardous state of the system oo 2

Fig. 4. Probability hazardous state of the system oo 3

Summary

The paper deals with problems of data security in the safety – related transmission systems defined within railway process. In details is analysed possibility of using hash-coding techniques, which are generally defined in norm EN 50159-2. According to specification of transmission in railway applications the type of secure hash keying and non-keying techniques are recommended. There are discussed the results of experimental part, which are related to the comparison of time relation of hash code determination.

1. INTRODUCTION

During communications across open transmission systems must be an adequate defence against the identified treats of safety system guaranteed. Requirements on communications between the parts of signalling across the open transmission system are defined in the norm EN 50159-2 [1]. This norm defines the necessary conditions for communications only, without their detailed specification of safety mechanisms. The library of defences can be take over from the types of defences, which are used in the non – safety data transmission systems and expanded about the special safety mechanisms (depend on types of threats in open transmission systems and specification of transmission).

In the case if non – authorised access cannot be eliminated in the norm [1] the used of strong cryptographic mechanisms is recommended. In this case the two solution of creating the safety protocol are recommended.

Model of message representation - the type B0 - to user data are added safety related data (e. g. time stamp), redundant data from safety code and all contents of telegram is ciphering.

Model of message representation - the type B1 - created telegram is non-ciphering, but from the message the cryptographic redundancy is produced (on the base of hash function or with the used of digital signature).

On the present, many cryptographic algorithms exist. With the used them safety functions of integrity, confidentiality and authentication on of messages can realised [2].

The paper deals with the analysis of hash mechanisms, which can be used in the part of model representation the type B1, sign as cryptographic redundancy (see Fig. 1). For the selection of hash mechanisms is necessary to issue from following specification of transmission within railway communication subsystem:

1. Processes, that are control in railway applications are dependent of time.
2. The group communication processes need the tools for authentication of all sources.
3. Messages are time valid and they are transmitted in cycle. If delay between messages is over defined value then it must predict failure state.
4. During safety-related transmission (transmission of very sensitive information which corruption can cause material damage or damage of human living) is necessary to avoid repetition, deleting, re-sequences, delaying, corruption and masquerading of messages and to guarantee the value of safety integrity level defined in the norm [3].

![Fig. 1 Model of message representation within the open transmission system - type B1](image-url)
2. IMPORTANT PARAMETERS FOR SELECTION OF HASH MECHANISMS WITHIN RAILWAY APPLICATIONS

Hash mechanisms are important building blocks of different cryptographic applications [4]. The purpose of hash mechanisms is to produce a “fingerprint” of a file, message or other block data. There are many elements of digital signature schemes and authentication protocols. A hash function \( H \) accepts a variable-size message \( M \) as an input and produces a fixed-size output, referred to as a hash code or message digest \( h = H(M) \), which is function of all bits of the message and provides an error-detection capability. An alternative authentication technique \( MAC \) (Message Authentication Code) involves the use of secret key \( K \) to generate a small fixed-size block of data, known as the cryptographic checksum \( MAC = C_H(M) \). Unlike MAC code a hash code does not use a key but is function only of the input message.

Hash functions can be used within safety-related transmission of messages mainly for integrity check of messages along with sources and as part of digital signature schemes. Model representation of message type B1, shown on Fig. 1, recommends the use of key hash function or non-key hash function. Today it is known variety of ways, in which a hash code can be used provide message authentication (see in the Tab. 1).

Tab. 1. Key and non-key hash functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key hash function</th>
<th>Non-key hash function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC (ISO/IEC 19779-1)</td>
<td>MDC-2 (ISO/IEC 10118-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-MAC (ANSI X9.19)</td>
<td>MD2 (RFC 1319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-MD5 (RFC 2104)</td>
<td>MD4 (RFC 1320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA1 (RFC 2200)</td>
<td>MD5 (RFC 1321)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-RIPMED160 (RFC 2875)</td>
<td>SHA1 (PIPS 180-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMACSHA256 (RFC 4664)</td>
<td>SHA256, 384, 512, (PIPS 180-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMACSHA384 (RFC 4664)</td>
<td>RIPMED128,160 (ISO/IEC 10118-16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMACSHA512 (RFC 4664)</td>
<td>MASH1 1.2 (ISO/IEC 10118-9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key an non-key hash function, which are standardized can divided into following groups: Message Digest Code MDC, Message Digest MD (older types of hash functions), Secure Hash Algorithms SHA, message digest algorithm developed under the European RACE Integrity Protocols Evaluation RIPEMD and MASHI. Other not so known hash functions are used, too e.g. types of Haval, Tiger, Whirlpool, Sapphire, Snefru, and so on [6].

In the present we cannot consider some types of hash algorithm as computationally safe. For transmission of safety related messages the hash algorithms have to fulfill the following properties:

a) one-way property
For any given value \( h \) it is computationally infeasible to find \( x \) such that \( h = H(x) \).

b) weak collision resistance
For any given block \( x \), it is computationally infeasible to find \( y \) with \( H(y) = H(x) \).

c) strong collision resistance
It is computationally infeasible to find any pair \( x, y \) such that \( H(x) = H(y) \).

3. SECURITY OF HASH FUNCTIONS

Just as with symmetric and asymmetric encryption, we can group the attacks on hash mechanisms into two categories: brute force attacks and cryptographic attacks. We have to regard differently security of non-key hash mechanisms and MAC. The brute force attack on MAC is a more difficult because depend on the size of key too. In recent years, there has been considerable effort, and some successes, in developing cryptographic attack on hash function. To understand these, we need to look at the overall structure of typical secure hash function (see Fig. 2). This structure is referred to as an embedded hash function and is the structure of most hash function in use today, including MD5, SHA-1 and RIPEMD-160. Message \( M \) is completed to unidivided bits number of blocks \( M' = n \times 2^r \). The hash algorithm involves repeated use a compression function \( f \), that takes two inputs (an \( n \)-bit input from the previous step, called the chaining variable and a \( b \)-bit blocks) and produces an \( n \)-bit output. At the start of hashing, the chaining variable has an initial value \( IV \) which is specified as a part of algorithm. The final value of the chaining variable is the hash value. Usually lowe, hence the term compression. The hash function can be summarised as

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_0 & = \text{IV initial state} \\
C V & = \text{CV chaining variable} \\
Y_i & = \text{ith input block} \\
L & = \text{compression algorithm} \\
M & = \text{number of input blocks} \\
b & = \text{length of input block} \\
C V_i & = \text{CV output block}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 2 General Structure of Secure Hash Code

Hash mechanisms suitable for transmission of safety-related messages follows:

\[
H \equiv H(M) \quad (1)
\]

\[
H = \{H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_L \} \\
H(M) = H_L \quad (2)
\]

Security of hash function depend on the following parameters.

3.1. Length of hash code

Length of hash code \( n \) belongs to basic security parameter of hash functions. Similarly as length of key within symmetric ciphers, the hash code must be resistant against brute force attack (i.e. computing of all combination of hash code). Length of hash code must guarantee, so that two different messages do not have the same code, i.e. hash function is collision resistance. With the use of hash code of length \( n \) we can generate \( 2^n \) of different messages. In praxis, from the reason of birthday attack [4], the numbers of these messages are \( 2^{n/2} \) only. The birthday attack is the mathematical justification what determines the minimum value of \( n \) such that the probability is greater than 0.5 that at least two different messages have the same hash code. For a code of length \( n \), the level of effort required is proportional to the following number of combinations (see Tab. 2).

Tab. 2. required length of hash code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required property</th>
<th>Number of combinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-way</td>
<td>( 2^n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak collision resistance</td>
<td>( 2^n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong collision resistance</td>
<td>( 2^{n/2} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By now, in general, the length of hash code over \( 160 \) bits is considered to be computationally secure. The brute force attack on MAC depend on the relatively size of the key \( K \) and of the length of MAC code \( n \). There are two lines of attack possible: attack on the key space and attack on the MAC value.

The level of effort for brute force attack on a MAC function can be expressed as \( \text{min}(2^{k}, 2^n) \). It would appear reasonable to require that the key length and MAC length satisfy a relationship such as \( \text{min}(K, n) \geq N \), where \( N \) is in the range of 128 bits.

3.2. Design of compression function \( f \)

Compression function is the most important element of hash algorithm. If the compression function is collision resistance, then so is the resultant iterated hash function. Definition of compression function \( f \) is different for any types of hash functions. Secure compression function must be collision resistant. Mathematically is defined as impossibility to find the messages \( M_i \) and \( M_j \), and suitable hash function \( H \), for which is valid:

\[
f(H_{i-1}, M_j) = f(H_{i-1}, M_i) \quad \forall i, j \in \mathbb{N}
\]

Cryptographic analysis on internal structure of \( f \) is based on attempts to find efficient techniques for producing collisions for a single execution of \( f \). Once that is done, the attack must take account the fixed value of IV. The attack on \( f \) depends on exploiting its internal structure. Otherwise, the finding collision on a compression function belongs to weak collision, but it consider as safety dection. This is reason, mainly for transmission of very sensitive information, this type of hash function do not recommend. Collision on compression function was found e.g. on hash function of type MD4, MD5 [5].

3.3. Design of hash function \( H \)

Secure hash functions are considered one-way function (it is invisible to determine from hash code \( h \) message \( M \) and collision resistance (it is invisible assign for two different messages \( M \) and the same hash code \( h \)). The finding collisions again hash function is considered as minority safety detection and these types of hash functions are stopped for the use in praxis. Today we can regard as secure hash functions SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm), developed by the National Institute of Standard and Technology NIST (for \( x = 256, 384 \) or 512). The candidate of secure hash function in Europe is hash function of type RIPEMDs, in which algorithm is based on function MD, which is safety support. Length of hash code over \( x = 160 \) bits considers the level of high security. This was validated within solution of European project NESSIE [6] too. Hash functions RIPEMD 160, 256, 320 were registered as fire ware of the association Teletrust and they can use for commerce purposes.

A comparison of MDS, SHA-1and RIPEMD-160 is shown in Tab. 3. The algorithms are compared on the following parameters:

1. Length of digest message.
2. Basic unit of processing.
3. Number of steps.

Tab. 3. Comparison of MDS, SHA-1 and RIPEMD-160.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MDS</th>
<th>SHA-1</th>
<th>RIPEMD-160</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Length of digest message</td>
<td>128 bits</td>
<td>160 bits</td>
<td>160 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Number of steps</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Maximum message size</td>
<td>4 rounds of 16</td>
<td>4 rounds of 80</td>
<td>5 paired rounds of 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Number of steps</td>
<td>2^16</td>
<td>2^25</td>
<td>2^25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. IMPORTANT PARAMETERS FOR SELECTION OF HASH MECHANISMS WITHIN RAILWAY APPLICATIONS

Hash mechanisms are important building blocks of different cryptographic applications [4]. The purpose of hash mechanisms is to produce a "fingerprint" of a file, message or other block data. There are several elements of digital signature schemes and authentication protocols. A hash function \( H \) accepts a variable size message \( M \) as an input and produces a fixed-size output, referred to as a hash code or message digest \( h = H(M) \), which is function of all bits of the message and provides an error-detection capability. An alternative authentication technique \( MAC \) (Message Authentication Code) involves the use of secret key \( K \) to generate a small fixed-size block of data, known as cryptography checksum \( MAC = C = H(K, M) \). Unlike MAC code a hash code does not use a key but is function only of the input message. Hash codes can be used within safety-related transmission of messages mainly for integrity check of messages along with sources and as part of digital signature schemes. Model representation of message type B1, shown on the Fig. 1, recommends the use of key hash function or non-key hash function. Today it is known variety of ways, in which a hash code can be used provide message authentication (see the Tab. 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key hash function</th>
<th>Non-key hash function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAC (RISEC1979-1)</td>
<td>MDC-2 (RISEC1018-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBC-MAC (ANSIX.9.19)</td>
<td>MD2 (RFC1319)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-MD5 (RFC2104)</td>
<td>MD4 (RFC1320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-SHA1 (RFC2630)</td>
<td>MD5 (RFC1321)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMAC-RIPEMD160 (RFC2877)</td>
<td>SHA1 (FIPS 180-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA256, 384, 512 (FIPS 180-2)</td>
<td>RIPEMD128, 160 (ISO/RFC1855)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA384, 512 (FIPS 180-2)</td>
<td>MASH1 1.2 (SOVREC 1018-4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key an non-key hash function, which are commonly standardized can divided into following groups: Message Digest Code MDC, Message Digest MD (older types of hash functions), Secure Hash Algorithms SHA message digest algorithm developed under the European RACE Integrity Protocols Evaluation RIPEMD and MASH1. Other not so known hash functions are used, too e.g. types of Haval, Tiger, Whirlpool, Sapphire, Snefru and so on [6]. In the present we cannot consider some types of hash algorithm as computationally safety. For transmission of safety related messages the hash algorithms have to fulfill the following properties:

a) one-way property
For any given value \( h \) it is computationally infeasible to find \( x \) such that \( h = H(x) \).

b) weak collision resistance
For any given block \( x \), it is computationally infeasible to find \( y \neq x \) with \( H(y) = H(x) \).

c) strong collision resistance
It is computationally infeasible to find any pair \( (x, y) \) such that \( H(x) = H(y) \).

3. SECURITY OF HASH FUNCTIONS

Just as with symmetric and asymmetric encryption, we can group the attacks on hash mechanisms into two categories: brute force attacks and cryptanalytic attacks. We have to regard differently security of non-key hash mechanisms and MAC. The brute force attack on a MAC is a more difficult problem because depend on the size of key too. In recent years, there has been considerable effort, and some successes, in developing cryptanalytic attack on hash function. To understand these, we need to look at the overall structure of a typical secure hash function (see Fig. 2). This structure is referred to as an iterated hash function and is the structure of most hash function in use today, including MD5, SHA-1 and RIPEMD-160. Message \( M \) is completed to undivided bits number of blocks \( M \) for \( n = 2^l \) (frequently to 512 bits). The hash algorithm involves repeated use a compression function \( f \) that takes two inputs (an \( n \)-bit input from the previous step, called the chaining variable and a \( b \)-bit blocks) and produces an \( n \)-bit output. At the start of hashing, the chaining variable has an initial value \( IV \) that is specified as a part of algorithm. The final value of the chaining variable is the hash value. Usually \( b \) low, hence the term compression. The hash function can be summarised as

\[
\begin{align*}
H(I, M) &= f(IV, M, \ldots, M) \quad \text{(1)}
\end{align*}
\]

Cryptography analysis on internal structure of \( f \) is based on attempts to find efficient techniques for producing collisions for a single execution of \( f \). Once that is done, the attack must take account the fixed value of IV. The attack on \( f \) depends on exploiting its internal structure. Otherwise, the finding collision on a compression function leads to weak collision, but it consider as security detection. This is reason, mainly for transmission of very sensitive information, these types of hash function do not recommend. Collision on compression function was found e.g. on hash function of type MD4, MD5 [5].

3.3. Design of hash function \( H \)

Secure hash functions are considered one-way function (it is impossible to determine from hash code \( h \) message \( M \) and collision resistance (it is invisible assign for two different messages \( M \) and same the hash code \( h \)). The finding collisions again hash function is considered as minority safety detection and these types of hash functions are stopped for the use in praxis. Today we can regard as secure hash functions SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm), developed by the National Institute of Standard and Technology NIST (for \( x = 256, 384 \) or 512). The candidate of secure hash function in Europe is hash function of type RIPEMDs, in which algorithm is based on function MD, which is safety support. Length of hash code over \( x = 160 \) bits considers the level of high security. This was evaluated within solution of European project NEST (6) too. Hash functions RIPEMD 160, 256, 320 were registered as fire ware of the association Teletrust and they can use fee for commerce purposes.

A comparison of MD5, SHA-1 and RIPEMD-160 is shown in Tab. 3. The algorithms are compared on the following parameters:

1. Length of digest message.
2. Basic unit of processing.
3. Number of steps.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tab. 3. Comparison of MD5, SHA-1 and RIPEMD-160.} \\
\hline
\text{Parameter} & \text{MD5} & \text{SHA-1} & \text{RIPEMD-160} \\
\hline
1 & 128 bits & 160 bits & 160 bits \\
2 & 512 bits & 512 bits & 512 bits \\
3 & 4 rounds of 16 & 4 rounds of 80 & 5 paired rounds of 16 \\
4 & 2^{128} & 2^{512} & 2^{160} \\
\hline
\end{align*}
\]
3.4. Speed of hash algorithms

For safety - related messages within railway applications the speed of hash mechanisms is very important parameter. This is follows from specification of transmission within railway applications. In transmission (typically cyclic) the receiver can check if the delay between two messages exceeds a predefined allowed maximum time. If this is the case, an error shall be assumed. In the tab. 4 results of non - key hash codes determination via programme simulations can be shown. The value of the hash codes were produced from the message of size 344MB with the used PC Pentium AMD Athlon Processor, 256 MB RAM. The test was aimed on determination of speed of hashing for six type of non-key hash algorithm as it is shown in Tab. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash function</th>
<th>Hash code (bits)</th>
<th>Time of hashing (s)</th>
<th>Speed of hashing (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRC-16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>34.92</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRC-32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>35.35</td>
<td>9.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD4</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>35.44</td>
<td>9.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>36.78</td>
<td>9.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPEMD128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>38.15</td>
<td>9.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPEMD160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>38.26</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPEMD256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>37.99</td>
<td>9.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPEMD320</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>39.78</td>
<td>8.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haval128</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>36.91</td>
<td>9.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haval160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>37.10</td>
<td>8.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haval224</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>38.40</td>
<td>8.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haval256</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>39.63</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>42.90</td>
<td>8.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CRC-1 does not considered as a hash function. In the table it is illustrated for comparison only.

4. CONCLUSION

In the paper was present the specifications of hash mechanisms, which can be used as secure tools for keeping integrity and authentication of safety - related messages defined in norm STN EN 50159-2. For selection of hash algorithms into model representation of message - type B1 is necessary to take into account the specification of transmission within railway communications subsystem and evolution of cryptography mechanisms. Choosing of hash mechanisms must be aimed at modern, computationally secure algorithms, today.

In the paper parameters of hash function are analysed, which are very important for security of algorithms (lengths of hash code, compression function and properties of hash function as one - way and collisions resistant). For application with time valid of message the speed of hash algorithms is important parameter too. On the tab. 4 are illustrated results of time parameters evaluation via programme simulation for six types of non - key hash algorithms. The results are depend on internal structure of hash algorithms (number of steps, lengths of digest, type of compression function as so on) and on parameter of PC.

Today it is regard as secure hash functions SHA256, SHA384, SHA512 or RIPEMDs (for x over 160 bits), which are considered. The lengths of MAC code must be minimal 128 bits. One of most widely used MAC for data authentication is based on AES (Advance Encryption Standard) in CBC (Cipher Block Chaining) mode. In the recent years, there has been increased interest in developing a MAC derived from a cryptographic hash function.

The work has partially been supported by the grant Agency of Slovak republic VEGA, grant No. 1/01046/04 „Theoretical Foundations for Implementations e-Safety Principles into Intelligent Transportation Systems“.
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Summary: Because of the lack of former experiences with the new ETCS system, several experiments and tests have to be carried out with various technologies before any installation. For such a new system, it is also very important to have well documented test results of the existing installations for further designing or demonstrational purposes. This paper briefly describes a complex simulation tool, which has been developed in order fulfill these demands, and a study concerning with a particular ETCS application [1].

**1. INTRODUCTION**

1.1. Context of the study

The first installation of the ETCS system took place on the border crossing between Austria and Hungary, as a part of a pilot project in 1999. It aimed to demonstrate the powerful features of the ERTMS/ETCS system, focusing on the interoperability and interfacing with the existing train protection systems. Based on the experiences of the successful trials, ETCS level 1 train control system was deployed on the new line between Slovenia and Hungary (Hodos-Zalalóvő) in 2001. Currently ETCS level 1 and 2 systems are under installation on the Boba-Zalalóvő (Hodos), Budapest-Vienna and Budapest-Szolnok-Lőkösháza lines.
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**1. INTRODUCTION**

1.1. Context of the study

The first installation of the ETCS system took place on the border crossing between Austria and Hungary, as a part of a pilot project in 1999. It aimed to demonstrate the powerful features of the ERTMS/ETCS system, focusing on the interoperability and interfacing with the existing train protection systems. Based on the experiences of the successful trials, ETCS level 1 train control system was deployed on the new line between Slovenia and Hungary (Hodos-Zalalóvő) in 2001. Currently ETCS level 1 and 2 systems are under installation on the Boba-Zalalóvő (Hodos), Budapest-Vienna and Budapest-Szolnok-Lőkösháza lines.
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